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Summarv 
This is the description of the Fortran program "Pjohcoin", which can be used 
on the IBM-3090 mainframe of SARA in a simple and interactive way. The 
program can be applied to test for the number of co-integration 
relationships which may exist between a number of economie variables, 
according to the the maximum likelihood approach of Johansen (and Juselius). 
If these relationships do exist, then restrictions on the parameters of 
these relationships can be tested as well with this program. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this manual the applications of the tests belonging to the 
multivariate approach of Johansen (1988), (1989), with help of the program 
"Pjohcoin", has been described. That program is available on the IBM-3090, 
from now on. The program is available in translated form on a minidisk of 
the author which may be linked by any user of the VM-machine, who knows the 
password, during his or her own session. The procedure of Johansen and 
Juselius to test for co-integration relationships is not yet common 
available in software packages, which is a reason to describe and promote 
this program in this manner, as these methods are beginning to become rather 
popular. Besides, the program can only improve if is often used. 
The procedures of Johansen have been programmed to use for VAR-models 
without constant terms, with constant terms (linear trend in the data) or 
with a restriction on the constant terms that eliminates the trend in the 
long-run relationships. The asymptotical distribution of the tests is 
dependent on the assumption that has been made concerning the constant term 
in the VAR-model. The correct quantiles of this distribution are given in 
the output depending on the assumptions which have been made. So far. 
seasonal dummies have not been included in the program. The program gives 
the output on the screen and writes the results to an output file. The 
output file contains more results than have been written to the screen, like 
parameter estimates which have not to be judged immediately. An option is 
available to write all or only the most important results to the output 
file. 
In Section 2 the procedure of Johansen will be summarized in condensed 
form, for reasons of completeness, but it is also necessary for the intro-
duction of the usual notation, which is used both in the program description 
and in the output. Next, in Section 3 the program is discussed and its use 
is explained, foliowed by some examples of the output. 
Anyone who wishes to use the program, can receive the password, 
necessary to read the minidisk, from the author. Comments on the program or 
particular ideas concerning the output are very welcome, as certain 
imperfections in the program can certainly be expected. 
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2. SUMMARY OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH OF JOHANSEN 
This section gives a condensed résumé of the theoretical and applied 
work of Johansen (1988), (1989) and Johansen and Juselius (19S9) to the 
problem of testing for and estimating of co-integration vectors in a 
multivariate context. The procedure consists of the following stages. The 
first step is to test for the number of co-integrating vectors in a 
multivariate system. This is done with a likelihood-ratio test, that has an 
2 
asymptotic distribution which can be approximated by a x distribution. 
Johansen computed fractiles of the distribution by simulation, up to five 
co-integrating relationships, depending on the assumption concerning the 
constant term. In following steps the co-integrating space is estimated, 
which dimension equals the number of co-integrating vectors, af ter which 
hypotheses about possible restrictions on the co-integrating vectors are 
tested concerning economie interpretations of the results. 
We consider first the unrestricted vector-autoregressive (VAR) process, 
which is integrated of order 1, of p variables and a constant term. 
Xt = ff^w + . . . + nkXt_k + fi + eu (2.1) 
with et being a sequence of i.i.d. p-dimensional Gaussian random vectors. 
distributed as A7(0,,4). This specification can be rewritten as: 
VA, = r^x^ + ... + rk.^xt.k+1 - nxt_k + n + et> (2.2) 
where ƒ",- = -I + TI1 + ... + /72-, 
and II = I - ni - ... - 77j. 
Then the research concentrates on the matrix 77, because of the long-run 
information that can be obtained from knowledge of this matrix, which is 
often called the impact matrix. The following situations may occur 
concerning the matrix TI: 
rk(/7) = p, The matrix has full rank, implying a stationary process Xt; 
rk(/7) = 0, The matrix TI is zero, implying an integrated vector process A'(: 
rk(/7) = r, 0 < r < p, implying the existence of pxr matrices o; and 0 of rank 
r, giving a non-linear constraint on the coefficients 17y. ..., TIk: TI = aft. 
with /? being the matrix with co-integrating vectors; so /? A'( is stationary. 
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With reference to Johansen we memorize that the parameters cv and (3 
cannot be estimated, as they are not uniquely determined, but the space 
spanned by /3 can be estimated. First two matrices of residuals are computed, 
originating from the regression of VAt on VAt_i, •••, VA'(_j.+1, 1, and Xt_k 
on the same set of regressors VZt_1} ..., VXf_fc+1, 1. Denote these residuals 
by Rot and Rkt. These residuals can also be computed according their 
definitions: 
Rot — Zot ~ M01MllZlt) 
Rkt = Zkt - MklM'-^Zltt 
(2.3) 
where Zm = VXt, Zu = (VXM l -,VA't_fc+i,l) , and Zkl = Xt_k. Zot is a 
(pxl), Zlt is a [{p{k-l) + l}xl] and Zkt is a (j>xl) vector. The matrices Mjj 
are defined as: 
T 
Mtj = r 1 ^ZuZ'jf (2.4) 
t = i 
M01 is a [px{p(fc-l) + l}], Mn is a [{p[k-l) + l}x{p{k-l) + l}], and Mfcl is a 
[px{p(k-1) + 1}] matrix. Then the (pxp) moment matrices 5Ü0, Skk and 5fc0 are 
computed: 
T 
Sij = T~l Z^itRjt- (2-5) 
t - i 
Johansen proposes the next procedure to tesl for the number of 
co-integration relationships. Solve the equation 
\^Skk ~ SkQSOQSok\ = 0, 
giving the p eigenvalues Aj and determine the corresponding eigenvectors. 
Let E be the matrix with eigenvectors, then E is normalized such that 
E'SkkE = I. 
Three possible assumptions can be made with respect to the constant 
term /i. 
- First one may assume \s, = 0, implying that Zxt is a [p(fc-l)xl] vector, 
resulting in lower dimensions of the matrices M too. 
- Secondly \x ^ 0, than the non-stationary process Xt contains a linear 
trend, which is the situation as described above. 
- Lastly p, ^ 0 and the trend is absent in the process; this implies that the 
restriction \i — cv/?0 holds. In this case the vectors Zu and Zkt are 
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redefined: Zlt = (VXt_1; •••,VXt_k+1) and Zkt = (Xt_k, 1) , which implies 
that the dimensions of M and S j j are also different. There is no difference 
in applying the procedure to compute the likelihood ratio tests in these 
different situations. 
The number of co-integrating vectors r is determined by means of the 
likelihood-ratio test statistic (2.6) for H0: there are at most r co-
integration vectors. 
-21n(Q) = - r J ln(l - A,-), (2.6) 
f = r +1 
where Ar+1, ..., Ap are the p - r smallest eigenvalues. So the matrix 0 
which columns span the co-integration space, consists of the r eigenvectors 
belonging to the r largest eigenvalues. Then the matrix cv and the restricted 
impact matrix -77r are computed as: cv = -Sok0 and ïlr = cv/? . 
The next step concerns the economie interpretation of the matrices cv 
and /?, which is not straightforward in this multivariate analysis. If r = 1, 
it is probably possible to normalize with respect to one of the variables, 
and to test for any exclusion restriction. But with r > 1 we cannot 
arbitrarily normalize the co-integration equations. In fact, only the 
hypotheses which co-integrating vectors exist can be tested. With the matrix 
/?, we have computed a basis of the co-integration space. Therefore 
hypotheses can be tested, stemming from economie knowledge, which we have of 
the problem that we are investigating, concerning restrictions on the 
co-integrating vectors: Hö: 0 = H(p, with H a known {pxs) matrix of constants 
and <p a (sxr) matrix of unknown parameters, (r < s < p). If s = p, then no 
restrictions are placed upon the choice of the co-integration vectors, and 
if s = r, then the co-integration space is fully specified. These 
restrictions are imposed on all the co-integration vectors, as otherwise no 
meaningful conclusions can be drawn. Johansen proves that the next procedure 
can be used to test the hypothesis H0. First solve the equation: 
\XH SkkH - H SkoSOQSokH\ = 0, 
* * 
which gives the s eigenvalues At-. Let E be the matrix with eigenvectors, 
then E is normalized such that E H SkkHE = I. Further the null is tested 
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with the likelihood-ratio test: 
-21n(Ö) = 7 , £ l n [ ( l - A * ) / ( l - A i ) ] , (2.7) 
i = l 
* 
with Aj and A2- the r largest eigenvalues. This test statistic is 
asymptotically distributed as x (riP-s))- Some indications concerning the 
fprmulation of H0 can be obtained from tke eigenvectors in /?, where e.g. 
opposite signs can indicate that the difference of two variables has to 
enter a co-integration relationship or one large coëfficiënt may indicate 
that the corresponding variable is stationary. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM PJOHCOIN AND HOW TO USE IT 
a. The use of the program 
The program "Pjohcoin" has been written in Fortran for the VM machine 
of SARA, using real arrays in doublé precision (which is really a necessity 
on this machine), and the library IMSL for subroutines to invert matrices 
(DLINRG) and to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors (DGVCSP, DLFTDS). 
A data file has to be prepared before running the program, according to 
the sequence: 
name series 1 
..data series 1.. 
name series p 
..data series p.. 
The program reads the file COIN DATA A; so the data file has to be copied to 
a file with this name. All the output is written on the file COIN OUT A, 
while a part of the results, like the test statistics is also written on the 
screen. 
The following commands have to be given to start the program: 
LINK V67U073A 193 555 <password> [links the minidisk 193 of the author, 
555 is an arbitrary number] 
ACCESS 555 <fm> [e.g. when only the filemode A is in use. than 
file mode B can be taken] 
ADD FORTVS2 [adding the Fortran compiler] 
ADD IMSL [adding the IMSL library] 
LOAD PJOHCOIN(START [starting the program] 
From then on the computer asks you to give the relevant information to 
perform the tests. Summarized, this concerns the following data. 
- Information about the constant term. 
Typing a 0 means: no constant term, the table of Johansen (1988) is used, 
typing a 1 means: the inclusion of a constant term (trend in the process). 
typing a 2 means: the inclusion. of a constant term with the restriction 
j.i = cv/?0. implying the absence of the trend. In the last two situations the 
tables of Johansen (1989) are used. 
- Number of observations (T) and variables (p). 
At this moment the following restrictions are effective: p < 10 (inclusive 
of a possible constant term) and T < 200. 
- An option is available to test only for the number of co-integrating 
vectors r, or to compute also the restricted parameters after which 
"hypotheses //" can be tested and restricted parameters are computed. 
- An option is available to transform the variables into their logs. 
- The order k of the VAR process. 
- An option is available to choose between the most relevant output or all 
the output of the program (like the residual matrices R (eq. 2.3) and the 
matrices M (eq. 2.4). 
- The value of r and s to test "hypotheses ƒ/". 
- An option to stop or to continue for one more "hypothesis ƒƒ". 
b. An example of the output of the program 
The output of the program, used to compute the results in Vogelvang 
(1990) is given here. This concerns four agricultural commodity prices: 
coffee, cocoa, tea, sugar, and an world inflation indicator. 
The file COIN OUT A, with some comments: 
This is the program PJOHCOIN, which can be used to test 
for the number of co-integrating relationships among max. 10 
variables with max. 200 observations, and to test for 
hypotheses according to Johansen (1988), or (1989). 
(c) Ben Vogelvang, Department of Econometrics VU Amsterdam. 
Comments welcome. 
The series have to be stored in the file COIN DATA A, according 
to: namel, seriesl, name2, series2, etc. 
output is written on the screen (partial) and in the file COIN OUT A (all). 
Trend is assumed in the series, restriction is not effective. 
Number of observations: 132, number of variables: 5 
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Both the test on the number (r) of co-integrating relationships is computed 
and hypotheses are tested. 
The following variables have been read: 
coffee cocoa tea sugar inflation 
Variables have been transformed to logs 
SOO: 0.0043 0.0003 0.0016 0.0000 0.0001 
0.0003 0.0044 0.0005 -0.0013 0.0001 
0.0016 0.0005 0.0072 0.0020 0.0001 
0.0000 -0.0013 0.0020 0.0135 0.0002 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 
SKK: 
0.0411 0.0250 0.0045 0.0066 -0.0085 
0.0250 0.0591 0.0155 -0.0003 -0.0124 
0.0045 0.0155 0.0546 -0.0401 0.0033 
0.0066 -0.0003 -0.0401 0.2583 0.0205 
-0.0085 -0.0124 0.0033 0.0205 0.0157 
SKO: 
-0.0041 -0.0014 -0.0031 ^0.0001 -0.0004 
-0.0005 -0.0033 -0.0021 -0.0032 -0.0024 
-0.0006 -0.0002 -0.0057 0.0027 -0.0002 
0.0008 0.0032 -0.0005 -0.0050 0.0020 
0.0004 0.0010 -0.0005 -0.0009 -0.0005 
Pl-unrestricted: 
0.1248 -0.0297 0.0522 0.0008 0.0579 
0.0001 0.1164 -0.0186 -0.0114 0.2665 
0.0130 -0.0515 0.1326 0.0152 -0.0705 
-0.0293 -0.1594 0.1339 0.0718 -0.3942 
0.0010 -0.0220 0.0209 0.0066 0.0014 
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GAMMA-unrestricted: 
0.1049 0.1782 -0.0007 
-0.1182 0.0042 -0.0304 
0.1612 0.1993 0.1443 
-0.1955 0.3286 -0.0558 
-0.0138 -0.0182 -0.0122 
0.2712 0.0448 0.0574 
0.036G -0.0585 -0.3083 
•0.4499 -0.0595 -0.0176 
0.1293 0.4909 0.1656 
•0.0538 0.0341 -0.0033 
0.0315 
0.0597 
-0.0044 
0.0979 
-0.0013 
To save space, these are not all the parameter estimates. GAMMA has p(k-l) + l 
[or p(k-l)] columns. The first p columns belong to lag 1 (7^), the second p 
columns belong to lag 2 (F2), e tc . The last column [p(k-l) + l] contains the 
possible constant terms. 
(\) 
Eigenvalues: 
0.0258 0.0421 0.1237 0.2024 0.2920 
Eigenvectors: 
0.2285 0.8083 1.0000 0.5059 0.1022 
-0.3668 -0.5636 -0.2229 -0.5147 0.5153 
-0.2511 -0.7571 0.0849 1.0000 -0.2815 
-0.6462 0.0228 -0.0604 0.1755 -0.1242 
1.0000 1.0000 -0.5961 0.7373 1.0000 
New normalized eigenvectors: 
0.7326 2.9403 4.5824 1.8677 0.8774 
-1.1761 -2.0501 -1.0214 -1.9001 4.4242 
-0.8051 -2.7541 0.3891 3.6917 -2.4166 
-2.0718 0.0831 -0.2767 0.6478 -1.0662 
3.2064 3.6375 -2.7318 2.7219 8.5857 
Johansen's LR-test: 
3.3778 8.9282 25.9657 55.1413 99.6792 (eq. 2.6) 
90% Quantiles: 
6.6910 15.5830 28.4360 45.2480 65.9560 
95% Quantiles: 
8.0830 17.8440 31.2560 48.4190 69.9770 
97.5% Quantiles: 
9.6580 19.6110 34.0620 51.8010 73.0310 
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The matrix alfa: 
0.0059 0.0177 0.0176 
0.0273 0.0113 -0.0079 
-0.0078 0.0202 0.0048 
-0.0389 0.0042 0.0042 
-0.0027 0.0051 -0.0021 
PI restricted: 
0.1186 -0.0256 0.0579 0.0003 0 
0.0090 0.1075 -0.0275 -0.0197 0 
0.0529 -0.0780 0.0955 0.0201 -0 
-0.0069 -0.1844 0.1112 0.0430 -0 
-0.0027 -0.0194 0.0244 0.0067 -0 
De matrix H: 
0.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 
-1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Eigenvalues: 
0.0320 0.1163 0.2012 0.2919 
0.4539 1.0000 
0.5258 0.2833 
1.0000 0.5415 
0.2134 -0.1405 
Eigenvectors: 
0.2862 0.3910 
0.6967 -0.5505 
1.0000 1.0000 
-0.8611 -0.1479 
New normalized eigenvectors: 
0.5620 1.4683 1.2183 7.4255 
1.3684 -2.0670 1.4114 2.1034 
1.9640 3.7550 2.6841 4.0209 
-1.6912 -0.5554 0.5727 -1.0436 
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Test value to test the restrictions H: 1.30558 (eq. 2.7) 
Number of co-integrating relationships, r = 3 
Number of columns of H, s = 4 
Number of degrees of freedom: 3 
Chi-square value at the 5%-level: 7.82 
2 2 
[X (1), ..., X (10) are included in the program] 
The restricted matrix bèta: 0.8739 1.8454 5.2666 
4.4482 -2.0384 -1.7313 
-2.3449 3.4499 -0.3357 
-1.0436 0.5727 -0.5554 
8.4853 3.2024 -1.1540 
The matrix alfa: 
0.0061 0.0168 0.0177 
PI 
0.0274 0.0112 -0.0085 
-0.0075 0.0191 0.0020 
-0.0386 0.0032 0.0010 
-0.0027 0.0052 -0.0016 
restricted 
0.1297 -0.0379 0.0379 -0.0065 0.0851 
0.0001 0.1136 -0.0226 -0.0175 0.2781 
0.0390 -0.0757 0.0828 0.0177 -0.0048 
-0.0226 -0.1800 0.1012 0.0416 -0.3186 
-0.0010 -0.0200 0.0250 0.0067 -0.0043 
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